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Introduction

This did happen. Remember to never support bullying.
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Chapter 1

In the beginning, I always liked princesses. Me and my bff, Salina would adore them. Until, one day,
we got separated. Then came the mean bullies, without a friend I was, she was the only one I had.
What happened to Salina? She was in the other kindergarten and we were sad. Then, I noticed how I
was hated so bad.
? Veronica pretends to be a princess ?
? Uh-hu, but she isn?t!?
? Veronica is a show-off!?
? Uh-hu!?
I told on them because that was what I was always told to do when people are mean to you and all of
that. In the teacher?s back, those girls shot me dirty looks.
At recess, the two kindergarten get together. I told Salina how bad the entire class, well, almost the
entire class, hated me.
She said that she is being commented the same!
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Chapter 2

I got my two worst enemies who would always make fun of me because I was sensitive and I always
cried. Now, I am a bit sensitive but I get sensitive when I get told something mean in person but I
won?t mind if my friend texted:?You?re a loser? to me.
Th billy was unable to bully me on fifth grade. I am still recovering from being sensitive and losing a
bff called Lulu but I go her back.
Salina is my ?friend? now because she is bffs with another girl.
I am bffs with Kiley and Brenna, two girls I hang out with at recess.
Sometimes we hang out with KC and Miley, two of my used-to-be-bffs-and-now-friends. Also with
Dana. Everything is okay now: drama-free:).
My life used to be filled with so much drama but now it isn?t:)!
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Chapter 3

Hey there! Hope you enjoyed! Now I am writing tons of stories in Tablo! My username is Alessa but
I am thinking of changing it. Hope you enjoyed!
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